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there is no set magic number of followers needed to make a living on tiktok the essential factor is the strength of 

your following sure the more followers you have the more likely that some will buy your or your sponsor s products 

but they will only take notice of you if you re a genuine influencer i e you have to make your followers sit up and 

take note of your videos accounts with 500k to 1 million followers have the highest average engagement rate overall 

well tiktok coins are nothing but virtual money that you can spend to buy other virtual items such as diamonds 

and other resources on tiktok it s similar like we buy gems on various games like clash of clans you ll spend your 

real money there are free methods also to buy coins using your google play account and then you can spend 

those coins to buy tiktok resources you can then gift those resources to other users on tiktok as a form of 

appreciation or love 

tiktok is very strict with moderating their platform and have been known to completely shut down and delete 

accounts that they suspect of hacking or cheating even if these tiktok coin generators systems worked they 

wouldn t be worth the risk 

the tiktok coins club generator is one of the more infamous tiktok generator websites online and like all of the other 

websites and services that claim to give you free coins it should be avoided at all costs 

you need to begin by asking why people would want to follow you what do you offer that thousands of other 

accounts don t is it entertainment are you a good singer musician dancer or stand up comedian are you so bad at 

those things that you can make your videos funny can you create entertaining prank videos can you motivate people 

or provide them with helpful hints to improve their lives or are you merely yet another lip syncher who doesn t add 

any value to your video clips 
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if you are beginning from scratch you have the chance to create the perfect username you want it to be easy for 

people to say and spell and preferably relevant to you and your niche ideally you should have the same username 

on all your social profiles so your tiktok fans will know when they have found your youtube twitch and instagram 

channels 

tiktok is the most installed app this year so far beating the social media giant facebook that s the level of this app 

and this trend is getting better and better everyday the latest feature that they have added on their app is the usage 

of coins users can purchase these coins by using real cash there is a secondary way to get these coins and i ll tell 

you that a bit later now let me explain you how to buy coins using your real cash 

 


